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QUESTION 1

What can be done to improve accuracy when searching audio content? 

A. ensure that numbers are entered as digits 

B. enter a phrase rather than a single word 

C. ensure separate languages are searched separately 

D. enter multiple phrases in a comma-separated single line 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator received an eDiscovery request for three different groups (Vice Presidents, Directors, and Managers).
Each of the groups require a unique body in the Legal Hold Notice. A Legal Hold Notice needs to be sent to the
personnel managing the email servers as well. 

What are the two types of Legal Hold Notices that need to be sent? (Select two.) 

A. Employee 

B. Custodian 

C. Email Admin 

D. Legal Hold Admin 

E. System Admin 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

When setting the Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 to collect the data from Symantec Enterprise Vault an error
appears stating that the Enterprise Vault server is unable to be connected. 

What must be verified? 

A. the Clearwell Utility generated certificate must exactly match the Enterprise Vault server certificate 

B. the version of the installed Enterprise Vault API runtime must exactly match the Enterprise Vault server version 

C. the Enterprise Vault Shopping Service is running on the Enterprise Vault server 

D. the Enterprise Vault Auditing database is available 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 4

What is the default setting and purpose for the esa.icp.employee.skipEmployeeSync property? 

A. the default is False, and it causes automatic synchronization with Active Directory 

B. the default is False, and it causes automatic synchronization with Exchange mailboxes 

C. the default is False, and it causes automatic synchronization with Domino servers 

D. the default is True, and it prevents automatic synchronization with Domino servers 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which default user role in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 should an administrator assign to users who need control
over both collections and legal hold activities? 

A. Case Admin 

B. Case Manager 

C. eDiscovery Admin 

D. System Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator needs to restore an archived case. When selecting the archive for restore, the job fails repeatedly. 

What is the cause for the job failure? 

A. the administrator who created the archive must perform the restore 

B. the archived case is located on a malfunctioning drive 

C. completing the archive restore exceeds license quota space 

D. an old version of the archive is selected for restore 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Users who belong to the network storage administrator group in Active Directory should be available to be added
automatically to a recipient list when a System Admin notice is created. 



How can this be achieved? 

A. assign those users a Case Admin access profile 

B. assign those users a Case Admin role 

C. mark those users as System Admin for Legal Hold in the Employee List 

D. create a new access profile with setting "Automatically Add to System Notice" check box marked and assign that
profile to users 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which query is a correctly formatted keyword search? 

A. finance AND diamond OR (reports w/5 false*) 

B. finance AND diamond OR [reports w/5 false*] 

C. finance AND diamond OR [reports w 5 false*] 

D. finance AND diamond OR {reports w 5 false*} 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

File name plays a factor in deduplication in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0. Two files that are exactly the same
except file name are unable to deduplicate. 

How can a reviewer find the identical files with different names? 

A. Filters Pane 

B. Advanced Search 

C. Files Screen 

D. Freeform Search 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What is Symantec best practice for setting up Automation Rules? 

A. only one automation rule per case can be created 

B. only a System Manager can see automation rules for a case 



C. rules must be scheduled to match the rate of data moving through the review workflow 

D. rules must be scheduled to operate simultaneously on the same data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A legal team wants to perform a search that identifies the term "contract" in the subject field of a message except when
the word "concluded" is also in the subject field. 

Which query will provide the desired result? 

A. +(u_subject:contract)NOT(u_subject:concluded) 

B. +(u_subject:contract)-(u_subject:concluded) 

C. +(u_subject:contract)EXCEPT - (u_subject:concluded) 

D. +(u_subject_fld:contract)-(u_subject_fld:concluded) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

After the collection for an Exchange task has run successfully on a case, the collection Analytics tab indicates that items
from multiple mailboxes are associated to one custodian. 

Which action should be taken to reassign custodians correctly? 

A. copy the current collection task 

B. assign custodians manually in collection task 

C. re-run the collection task and select Reassign Custodians Only 

D. re-run the collection task and manually assign custodians 

Correct Answer: C 
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